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ME6504 METROLOGY AND MEASUREMENTS (Unit I-V) 
1. Explain the various systematic and random errors in measurements?  
2. Draw the block diagram of generalized measurement system and explain the different stages 
3. What is the need of calibration? Explain. the classification of various measuring methods.  
4. Write detailed notes on : (i) Sensitivity. (ii) Calibration (iii) Precision (iv) Interchangeability  
5. Define precision, accuracy, readability and sensitivity with respect to measurement.  
6. Describe loading errors and environmental errors.  
7. Explain the need of standards of measurements in the modern industrial system 
8. Explain the working of a solex pneumatic comparator 
9. Discuss the different types of comparators and its applications 
10. Explain the principle and construction of an autocollimator. 
11. Define straightness. Describe any one method of measuring the straightness of a surface 
12. Explain (a) vernier  bevel protractor(b) Interchangeability 
13. Explains the working principle of Angle Dekkor and its applications 
14. explain the working of AC laser interferometer 
15. Describe in details of the function of machine vision system. Write the applications of vision system in metrology 
16. Explain the various types of CMM based on its construction 
17. Explain (a) alignment test on machine tools 
18. With the aid of sketch describe the principle of operation of a rolling gear testing machine. 
19. Write notes on the types of irregularities of a circular part and mention its causes. 
20. Explain the constructional and working of horizontal arm CMM 
21. Discuss working principle of Tomlinson surface meter with neat diagram 
22. explain the step by step procedure for determining the flatness of a surface 
23. Derive the formula for measuring the effective diameter of a screw thread by three wire method 
24. Discuss (a) Constant chord method (b) Use tangent method (c) operation of rolling gear tester 
25. explain the working principles of Tool Makers Microscope with neat diagram 
26. Describe the method for inspecting the involute profile of spur gear tooth 
27. Explain the method of measuring force using a strain gauge load cell 
28. What are different types of pyrometer with neat sketch 
29. How to measure the power by using rope break dynamometer? 
30. What are thermocouples? Explain its applications 
31. Explain working of a venturimeter. 
32. Explain (a) Rotameter (b) working of electrical resistance thermistors 
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